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The chapter has . been designed to understand the actual sc.enario of the bank 
.. i, 

characters keeping in mind the geomorphic parameters precisely. Special emphasis has 

b~en giveri to the height aspect of the bank at selected locations.Hands on field 

measurements,observations, inter personal coversations etc. have been used as 

methods of knowing the real. world situation. and thereby to document the field 

situation. From time to time data have been collected staring from 2004 to 2012. Bank 

slope assessment has been given prior importance to identify the shifting bank with 

almost wall like morphology and curve successions towards malda i.e. eastern bank 

areas. 

4.1 Height Aspects 

The reach between Rajmahal and Farakka, as discussed earlier is gradually 

changing with sand-silt soil resulting into decreasing strength to resist erosion. My 

visit to Ga11ga and bankside areas was carried out with a view to identify major 

erosional features, critical sub processes under fluvial action as well as understanding 

of active attack during each stay and careful analysis of each actions for more than 

couple of hours .. Use of field sheets resulted into valuable derivations as discussed in 

the following points. 

4.1.1 Manikchak to Domhat Reach 

Here average bank slope is very critical, ranging between 70°-80° and above 

t.e. almost a precipice or wall like bank facing every parallel flow attack with 

enormous bank side slumping (plate 4.1 & 4.2). Loose composition of erosive bank 

holds weak under such circumstances. Bank hardness as measured using copper coin, 

knife, hammer and nail was found very much erosive (plate 4.39a & 4.39b ). Order of 

deposition ofbeds along the bank was as below. The top soil layer (0'-80 em depth) 

was comparatively hard (hardly knifable) than immediately, intermediate and bottom 

soil layer (0.8- 2.5 m and 2.5- 3.6 m):Out ofthe total sub reaches studied, this reach 
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had the highest bank height, averagely of 3 - 4 m. It has been studied that higher 

bank heights with loose constituent materials withstand rare under serious events of 

gully and rill formation, and steady parallel impinge flow of water. Actually a stay of 

2 hours visualized the atta~k of more than 176 parallel flows of impinging currents 

(1.5 no. offlow attack per minute) and whirls of secondary flow and thereby removal 

of more materials from its concave bank to its convex bank following the thalweg 

line, and thereby deposition on the .inside slip · off slope below Panchanandapur 
. . 

Sakullapur and erosion on the outside of this existing bank. On the inner side of the 

meander bend of a river finer sediments are deposited and form point bar deposition. 

(Mukhopadhyay and Mukhopadhyay, 1990). A 16m length under study was found 

affected by severe geomorphic phenomena of the erosion-hectic bank. Banks within 

the reach was under serious threat of not only rill and gully erosion but also 

deposition of huge remnants at the bank foot. Rat holing associated with subsurface 

fluting (plate No.4.15) exhibits inert base seepage and subterranean passage 

flow.Cavities of 50 to 60m curvilinear length found mostly due to collapse of upper 

surface with oversaturated bank soil, block slip, withdrawal of basal support etc. and 

have been detected resulting into soil slip and creep along the bank. Vertical cracks 

have been witnessed at few locations (plate No.4.7 & 4.11) inspite of huge 

interferences due to remnant deposits associated with bank shearing (plate No.4. II). 

Profile study of a distinct profile horizons show approximately 40-50% of sand, 50-

60% of silt and probably 8-10% of clay. Seasonal fluctuations of water table and bank 

full stage with high root depth is a common feature along a wall like appearance of 

bank. The bank side landuse is of high economic demands. Reeds, orchards, 

cultivated fields, kalai and mustard are found being brought up inspite of threats of 

erosion (fig. 4.1). 

Main geomorphic expressions witnessed were 

(i) Rotational slip (plate 4.6) 

(ii) Rill and gully formation (plate 4.16) 

(iii) Subsurface passage way/gush-out holes (plate 4.3, 4.4 & 4.8). 

(iv) Cavities 

(v) Remnant deposits (plate 4.5) 

(vi) Undermining and areal collapse (plate 4.13 & 4.14) 

(vii) Block slip 
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(vi ii ) Bank fa ll (pl ate 4.9 & 4. 1 0) 

(ix) Bank soil detachment (plate 4 . 12) 

The important human prac ti ces have been fo und like fishing, agriculture, 

mango orchards and cattl e rearin g and most of the locatio n have fou nd medium to low 

settl ements al ongs ide the bank . Medium to low vegeta l cover mainl y plants & 

agricul tural fie lds were witnessed. Bi g trees o f Mango have fo und apart fro m the near 

bank sites and are found sparsely di stributed.The observati ons on bank characters 

reveal some standard numeri c levels. Soil tex ture was found medium (0.6) and stream 

a li gnment was of very low type (0.3). Bank slope was found almost steep( I .O)and 

s lope of inside depositional bar was also of hi gh values of ( 1.0). Here es timations on 

RRs (Recession rate) , TOM (Tons of Materi als di splaced) and YO (Volume of soil 

di splaced) are 0.05(5%), 76.26 tons and 43. 19 m3/havoc of occurrence respectively. 

Plate 4. I The remnants of the 81
" Emban/.:mellf 

(Retired 

Plate 4 .2 General bank Profiles in Diaras 

Plate 4.4 Closer View of subswface fl ow 
openings along the bank 



Plate 4.5 Bank front remnants resting on 
the unconsolidated substrata 

4. 7 Natural cracks introduced over banks 

Plate 4.9 Gravity collapse due to removal 
of subswface supp011 

Plate 4.6 Semici rr ular rotational slip outs 

Plate 4.8 SubsuJfacefluting opening as narrow 
seepage gushers 

Plate 4. 10 Gravity collapse at the disposability 
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Plate 4. I I Cutting along th e slip on s ide of bank 
near Domhat 

Plate 4. 15:Subswface injlo 11 · passages 
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Plate 4. 12: Hrdraulic shear stress action resulting 
into bank erosion 

Plate 4. 16:Gul/r Formations pouring down to th e 
channel O\'er silt bed. 
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Figure4.1 Sub Reach -wise identification of Geomorphic Parameters and Processes along the Left 
Bank of River Ganga. 
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4.1.2 Dombat to Aswinitola Reach 

The reach is in between Domhat and Aswinitola i.e. downstream of 

Manikchak.Bank slope angles ranges between 80° to 90° i.e almost wall like and 

which is also . prone to heavy subsurface undermining and erosion by parallel 

impinging flow attacks (fig.4.1). Measured bank heights were 3.4m, 3.6m, 3.2m. 3.0m 

and 3.3.m and an average of 33m. Hardness measurement with the use of knife, 

copper coin and hammer revealed that the top horizon (0.80cm) is hardly knifable 

mainly composed of thick piles of silt, the immediate 2 layers having thickness range 

of 80-200 em and 200-360 em were full of silts and sands and remnant of eroded bank 

materials (plate 4.17, 4.19, 4.20, & 4.21). About 19 m length for case testing was 

surveyed and was taken under observation out of the total 5 km length. 

Observed important geomorphic expressions were rolahonal slip. Rill and 

Gully formations, Rat holing, subsurface passages and cavitations.Composition of the 

bank side profile exhitrited 40% of sand, 55% of silt and 5-7% of clay.Lesser 

expressions of bank side fissures and cracks were .observed. Medium to low vegetal 

covers had been observed, mainly of reeds and vegetables.Very low human 

settlements with occupational practices. like fishing, agriculture and mango orchards 

have been found. 

Creeping of disintegrated bank materials along shattered parts have been 

observed near Aswinitola ghat area (plate 4.18) and about 1.5 km U/S of Aswinitola 

very localized part of supersaturated clay dominated bank part prone to collapsing has 

been found (plate 4.22). · 

4.1.3 Khaskol to Sakullapur Reach 

The reach falls under Khaskol and Sakullapur having bank slope ranging 

betweeri 70° to· 80° and is comparatively moderate erosive for the time being. 

Observations over past records reveal that during 2003-2005 this reach faced high 

rates of erosion and the present phase is more or less intermittent phase after havoc 

erosion of the hectic bank. Bahk Height redords at 4 spots had been measured 

amounting to 2.8m, 2.6m 2.9m and 2.7m and an average height of2.75m was found. 

Hardness assessment, resulted that the top layer (0-80cm) was hardly knifable and 

was comparatively harder than the middle(80-200cm) and the bottom(200-290cm) 



Plate 4. I 7 Slip of bank material over bank foot 

Plate 4.19 Depositional fas hion of Band of sand 
and s ilt layers of th e bank 

Plate 4.2 I 0.95m of thick si It band-pedon on 
/ .2m of high lustumus sand band 
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Plate 4. I 8 Creeping of loose materials 

Plate 4.20 Band of sands below ove11opping 
silt layers of the bank 

Plate 4.22 Subsidence of locally developed 
highly saturated clay pw1 of bank 

layer which were eas ily kifable.Two spots had been considered for measurement of 
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bank hardness and at both the spots similar results were determined.In the second spot 

the bottom layer was characterized by huge dumping of remnants (fig. 4.1). 

A 12m ofbank length was taken under treatment of measurement out of a total 

of 2km. Morphological characters like rotational slip, Rill and Gully formations, Bank 

soil detachment, Block slip, Block Glide, Bank fall etc. have been witnessed. 

Mechanical constituents of the bank are sand, silt and clay having percentage shares 

o:' averagely 70%;·28%. & 02% respectively. Imprints of vertical crarks were found 

.1 (plate No.4.23,4.24 & 4.25). In the case of another spot the shares of sand, silt and clay 

were found averagely of 75%, 20% and 5% respectively.Rotational cut outs 

associated with imprints of natural seepage and impinge flow attacks have been 

witnessed(plate No.4.26,4.27,& 4.28 ). Very low vegetal coverage over the bank had been 

observed specially because of highly unconsolidated and flying silt dominated bank 

(plate No.4.25). Settlement density has been found very low adjacent to the bank 

areas. Out of the main occupational practices fishing, agriculture and mango orchards 

had found very much. Cattle rearing was found as traditional practice of occupancy. 

4.1.4 · Sakullapur-Panchanandapur Reach 

Inclination of the bank slope was ranging between 75° to 85° which was prone 

to moderate to high erosion (plate N:o.4.30), 120 impinging parallel flow attacks for a 

stay of 2 hours were observed. Three layers (averagely determined) of the bank soil 

had been considered for mechanical analysis having depths of 0-80cm, 80-200 em and 

200-250 em .(plate No.4.29 & 4.31). The top layer was mainly composed of thick piles of 

silt characterized by moderately Knifable feature and exhibited mainly sand-silt 

composition. The bottom layer of the second spot has been found with full of 

remnants {fig.4.1); Total 13m length was surveyed out of the 2km length. Important 

morphological characters witnessed were Rotational slip, remnant deposits, Bank soil 

detachment, Block slip, Block Glide etc. Break up of constituent materals of the bank 

are mainly sand-silt and of sand with very poor percentage of organic carbon (0.03%). 

Sand receives about 50-60%, Silt45% and clay about 5% in the last layer (0-80 em). 



Plate 4.23 Slip of block of saturated soils of the 
bank 

Plate 4.25 Collapse of almost sand dominated 
bank in impinge flow attacks 

Plate 4.27 Rotational cut-outs 
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Plate 4.24 Block slip in motion( June 2008) 

Plate 4.26 Weak bank due to seepagejlow-otds 
thmugh the horizontal subsurface conduit 

Plate 4.28 Bank wasting in repeated parallel 
flow attacks 

[n the second layer of the bank profile received averagely 80% of sand, 15% of silt 
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and 05% of clay,whereas in the bottom layer sand receives domi nance.Important 

locati ons of crack and fissures were not significantl y observed. 

Very low vegetal coverage at the bank top had been witnessed but hi gh 

surface coverage by grasses and Reeds had been found (plate No.4.32,4.33 & 

4.34).Fishin g, agricu lture and di stant locations of brick making were found wh ich is 

the significant stay of occupation of the soc iety. Bank side areas have been 

characte ri zed by locati ons of earli er remnants of abandoned homesteads and are 

mostly barren from settlement usage. 

PI are 4.29 Phase-wise serial slump of bank soil 
upstream parr of sakullapur 

Plate 4. 3 1 Field Data collection (Height 
rneasuremem of bank ) 

Plate 4.30 Inclined bank slope near Sakullapur 
(abour 85" slope) 

Plate 4.32 Temporarr resistance against bank fa ilure 
offered bv naturallr developed reed lands 



Plate 4.33 C/ar Dominated bank downstream of 
P a11c h m 1 a11d ap ur 

4.1.5 Panchanandapur-Laskarpur Reach 
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Plate 4.34 Friable sands sweeping awar in late 
summer (June) in high velocitv wind action 

associated with water hYdraulic action 

Thi s reach is nearest to Farakka and with low bank heights compared to above 

four reaches. The average bank height has been es timated to be 1.2 m, rangi ng from 

0.95 to 1.7 m at di ffe rent selected spots. Top layers of 0-80 em have been found very 

hard and found almost composed of thi ck piles of silts and comparati vely higher share 

of organi c matters. The other two layers could not notice so dis tinctl y having 

comparatively hi gher contents of silt and clay and is comparati vely stable agaist flow 

attacks and water head pressure (jlg.4.1 ). 

Presencee of ve rti cal cracks with newer and older s ilts have found just 2-3 K ms DIS 

of Panchanandapur (pl ate 4.37) . At few locati ons prominant verti cal fissures have 

been noti ced. Fishing, ag ri cul ture and corn fie lds were fo und as symbols of 

ag ri cultu ral practices (plate 4.35 & 4.38). 

Reeds (p late No.4.36) are grow n natu rall y and seasona ll y. Medium settl ement occupancy 

of the bank areas have been found . 



PI are 4.35 Corns under rhrears of erosion 

Plare 4.37 Verrical cracks inrroduced on bank 
near Panchanandapur 
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PI are 4.36 Reeds under rhrears of erosion 

PI are 4.38 Reeds and Mango Orchards under 
rhrears of erosion 

PI are 4.39 (a) and (b) Examining hardness of bank soil using geological Kn ife and Copper coin 
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by the researcher 

The field work assessments regarding the measured heights of the abovesaid sub 

reaches have resulted the following factfile (table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Calculation for bank height (Ht.) measurement Post monsoon, 2008. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
~· 

8 Av. 
Height 

A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A B 

I. Khaskol-Mohonpur Reach 

2. 
2.84 2.07 2.36 0.71 0.77 1.71 1.83 

6 
1.48 1.54 1.3 1.42 0.89 1.54 1.36 1.42 

ii. Maynapur-Domhat Reach 

1.2 
1.33 1.65 1.70 ' 0.6 1.2 1.85 1.9 2.4 2.64 1.9 2.0 - - - -5 

III. Sakullapur-Khaskol Reach 

1.19 1.2 1.63 1.67 .1.21 1.23 2.21 2.35 2.30 2.36 1.60 1.90 - - - -

IV. Domhat-Manikchak Reach 

1.24 2.49 1.66 1.77 1.18 1.19 1.36 1.06 - - - - - - - -

V. Panchan:lndapur-Sakullapur Reach 

2.10 2.04 - - 1.62 1.60 2.50 1.95 - - - - - - - -

Source:Field Measurement,2008. 

The documentation .of the Bank Character in a more realistic and field based analysis 

can also be done with the help ofblock Diagrams as per field records (fig.4.2 & 4.3). 

4.1.6 Relationship study of bank height and other bank attributes (Linear 
relationship study) 

An approach is being carried out to study the variability of the parameters 

meaning thereby the parameters associated with bank fall and mass failure and their 

relation to height of the bank. The bank is almost standing and non-stationary because 

of attack of the flow ebbs and currents specially in the wet seasons(table.4.2). 

(m) 

1.62 

1.70 

1.74 

1.49 

2.03 



BANK PROFILE:Manikchak-Khaskol Reach 
[Progressive Erosional Signatures on Bank] 
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Figure 4.2 Identi ficati on o f Progressive Eros ional S ignatures on the Left Bank of 
Ri ver Ganga: Manikchak-Kh asko l Reac h. 
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Almost 
wall like 

BANK PROFILE: Khaskol-Panchanandapur Reach 
[Progressive Erosional Signatures on Bank] 
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Figure 4.3 Identification of Progressive Erosional Signatures on the Left Bank of 
River Ganga: Khaskol-Panchanandapur Reach. 
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Table 4.2 Comprehensive computations of model BEHI Anal ysis. 
Reach Average bank VD (Volume of TDM (Tons of RRs (Recession 

height (m) Soil displaced) materials Rate) 
(m3) displaced) (num) 

M-D 3.6 1 43 .19 76 .26 0.05 

D-A 3.30 26 1.95 462 .70 0.11 

K-S 2.75 187.48 264.8 1 0.13 

S-P 2.65 64.8 1 103 .00 0.05 

P-L 1.20 162.76 229.95 0.13 

Source:Computational compi lation Period:Post Monsoon2005-2006 

M = Manikchak; 0 = Domhat; K = Khaskol; S = Sakullapur; P = Panchanandapur; L = Laskartola. 

When average bank height is taken as independent (X) variable and volume of soil 

,Tons of material s di splaced, Recession Rate as dependant (Y) variables. 

300 - Yc;;;; -12A8.x. + 177.7 N'l • E 250 R2
;;;; 0.016 :;:; 

GJ 
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Ill 
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Figure 4.4 (case 1,2,3) Re lationship s tudy of Average bank Height(m) and o ther geo- morphi c 
Parameters. 
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The relationship is negeti ve with the three variab les and the bank he ight (Fig.4.4,case 

01,02 & 03).The bes t fit line lie quite di stant from the scatters in all the cases, thus the 

inference can be drawn that with the increasing of bank heights, other variables do not 

changes significantly . Actually e rosion rates effectively response to the processes of 

impinging flow attacks ,secondary currents or helical flows etc.Bank hei ght can onl y 

respose positively in the form of bank fal l occurrences.In all the cases the values of 

R(corre lation coefficient) is very low to negligible. 

Now, the relationship study is being carried out with the he ights of the bank of the sub 

reaches with that of degree of proportion of bank failure (table.4.3). 

Table 4.3 Sub reach wise height-erosion hazard relationship (Jul y 2005-2006). 

Bank 
Sl. 

Sub reach 
height % lndex of Factors involved for 

No. (av.) erosion Hazard Hazard lndex 
(m) 

1 Manikchak-Domnat 36 1 18.93 (T+s+ V+G+B 1Bz) 
2 Domhat - Moynapur 3.30 6.3 1 T=Soil Tex ture 

3 Mohonpur-Khaskol 2.75 26.03 S=Stream alignment 

4 Khakol - Sakullapur 2.65 22.49 V=B ank top vegetal cover 

G-stream Gradient 
B 1 = Bank slope 

5 Sakullapur - Panchanandap ur 1.20 26.04 B2 = slope of inside 
depositional Bar 

Source: Fie ld Survey,2008 . 
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Figure 4.5 Relati onship study of Average bank Height (m) and percentage Index of ErosionHazards. 

The results are as be low: 

No. of poi nts 5 

Parameter Best fit va lue Standard Error 

Slope 6.3 15 2.047 

Y intercept 0 .000 

X intercept 0.000 

The line was forced through the po int : 
X = 0.000 Y = 0.000 
Standard dev iati on of res iduals from line (Sy. X)= 12.936m 
The P value is 0.0367 and was considered signifi cant 
The slope is signifi cantl y different from zero 
T = 3.085 with 04(n-l) degrees of freedom 

95 % confidence interval 

From To 

0.633 1 11 .996 

The rel ationship is negati ve. It states that hi gher bank parts are less affected than 

comparatively less bank heights having 0.86 to 1.00 m of height. Actuall y in rea l 

world situation the exposed bank of more prec ipice like structure are more acute to 

be pronounced and responding to the effects of impinging and parall e l flows of high 

velocity but the inci sed and concave meander morphology affects much than height 

and for which the percentage of eros ion is heigh in Panchanandapur than Manikchak

Domhat (jlg.4.5). Though in reality the susceptibility of toppling type failure increases 

with increasing degree of bank height but the angular alignment of the bank is also an 

effecti ve reasoning of failurity. In case of standing banks the attack of the ri ver 
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waves/ebbs create knotches at the scounng foot or below parts of the bank and 

percolates long distances as subsurface avenues or passages and thereby collapses the 

top frontal segment of the bank and ultimately fall as remnants at the bank foot 

consequent upon channel sand bars. The value of Standard deviation of residuals from 

line is very high and in 95% confidence level it is not a sgnificant relation. The t test 

value is as low as 3.085.The factor of height only resembles importance in terms of 

higher the height greater the amount of loss and vice versa but not the degree of 

erosion rate. 

The following methodology was used for this purpose: 

Methods of calculating stream erosion 

This is a very quick method of erosional model in which provison of quick 

number for comparing the tons of soil loss between various eroding banks, as well as 

predicting the total loss of sediments contributing to the river each year was also 

carried out. This method is designed to give comparative amounts for different 

stretches of the same river. It is not meant to provde the absolute measures of erosion. 

Values that someone might utilize the figures from the way the results are presented. 

The study being carried out is similar to that which was conducted for the 

Boquet river under the treatment and monitoring of New York State Department of 

Environmental Conservation. It was pre-assumed that following factors become 

actually very much susceptible to soil erosion. (i) non cohesive soil (ii) forest and 

natural trees have been cleared or destroyed in bank erosion (iii) Livestock and human 

interference with free access to the bank side areas (iv) extensive meandering 

operative with current ebbs in the channel. To have the critical value assessment of 

the above factor it was carried out with field sheets to calculate the tons of sediment 

loss per year according to the formula having been multiplied with a number of 

factors: soil type, stream alignment, amount of bank vegetation, stream gradient, bank 

slope character of the depositional bars across the river. In order to reach to the 

recession rate all these above factors had been multiplied. This recession rate is an 

estimate of the number of feet or kilimoters a river grasp towards the direction of 

eroding bank in a given time span. This recession rate was then multiplied by the 

height and length of the eroding stream bank in order to have the volume of soil 

eroded (VD) over the given period. The next attempt was to convert the volume of 
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soil displaced into weight, the figure ofvoluine of soil was multiplied by BD i.e. soil 

weight in lbs/:fl? (pounds per ·cubic foot) and compound figure of VD x BD was 

divided by 2000 in order to arrive at tons of erosional loss per year.To have the 

primary computations on soil texture (T), Stream alignment (s), vegetation at the top 

of bank (v),stream gradient (G), Bank slope (B1) and slope of inside depositional bars 

(B2);and three magnitude of rating values were assumed 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 to be low 

moderate and~high,.value for each assessing factors(table.4.4). 

1. Soil Texture:. Soils with high percentage of clay are less susceptible to erosion than 

non cohesive. silts and sands and thereby value inserting will be 1.0 or 0.6 or 0.3 

accordingly. 

2. Stream alignment: As great curvature of the stream alignment results into greater 

erosion. The value will be 0.6 or 1.0, whereas significant erosion does not generally 

occur along straight sections of streams and thereby inserting the value of 0. 3. 

3. Vegetation at the top of Bank: Large trees and thick woody vegetation strongly 

bordering the bank top line prevents erosion. Some bank protection done by the tree 

root system is a good way against erosion. Higher the coverage receives 1. 0, moderate 

the coverage receives 0.6 and lower only 0.3 rating value. 

4. Stream Gradient: Higher the stream bed inclination, higher is the flow of the 

water and lesser or low or almost flat bed slope of channel encourages higher rate of 

deposition and channel bar formation. Three rating valuesl.O, 0.6, 0.3 for high, 

moderate and low stream Gradient have been allotted accordingly. 

5. Slope of the Eroding Bank: Eroding bank slope is the indicator of erosion 

oriented recession. A vertical slope and undercut bank means high rate of erosion and 

lesser the value of inclination ofthe bank lesser is the erosion amount. For 70°-90°, 

1.0 rating value 30°"70°, 0.6 and less than 30° rating value of0.3 can be inserted. 

6. Slope of the lilside depositional. Bar: The width is generally considered to be 

same but in case ·of-migrating rivers it is more or less changing. When erosion is 

occurring on the outside edge of a bend in a stream, deposition occurs on the inside 

slip-off side. The slope of the depositional bar is the indicator of rate of erosion. A 

slight slope is really indicative of the further erosion and lack of vegetal cover 

indicates much more erosional episodes, which is obviously very much reality in case 

of mighty rivers like Ganga over the poor lithology of alluvium. Assertion of0.3, 0.6, 
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and 1. 0 is dep~nding upon field observations, detailed survey and measurement of 

slope with instrumentation or equivalent qualitative assessment during field 

observation. 

The foregoing table is providing the field sheet for the assessment of the determining 

factors as below. 

Table 4.4 Pre-Considered Parametric standards of Model Field Sheet. 

1(a) Soil Texture: T 0.3 D Delay, silty clay silty clay loam 
0.6 Osandy clay, loam silt loam 
1.0 [:;Jloamy sands, gravel 

(b) Stream Alignment : s 0.3 [:;Jstraight to slightly curved. 
0.6 [:;Jmoderately curved 
1. 0 [:;J Sh~ly curved near 90° 

(c) Vegetation at the top 0.3 [:;Jtrees 
of the Bank :v 0:6 [:;Jweeds, grass, shurbs 

1. 0 D D · crop, pasture, lawn, road . 
. (d) Stream Gradient·: G · · 0.3 [:;Jslight (few to no riffies) 

0.6 [:;Jmoderate (balance of pools and riffles 
1.0 [:;Jhigh (Primary riffies) 

(d) Bank slope: B1 0.3 [:;Jslight (3:1 or <3:1) 
0.6 [:;Jmoderate (>3: 1 but <1: 1.1) 
1.0 [:;Jsteep (1: 1 to vertical) 

(f) Slope of Inside 0.3 [:;Jsteep (>3:1) 
Depositional Bar : B2 0.6 Qmoderate (<3:1 but >10:1) 

1.0 [:;Jslight(<l0:1) 

Source: Terry Hall, Water Quaiity Specialist,USDA-NRCS,San Benito County,l994,2002 

Used by NYSDEC, and BRASS, (www.awqa.org/pubsiwaterquallevalsedloss.pdt) 

RRs = T x s x G x B 1 x B2 = [Soil weight (BD) lbs per cubic foot] 

Volume of soil displaced (VD) = L x H x RRs 

Where L =Length of the bank (mile/kms) 
H =Height of the bank (feet or m) 

Consideratios for BD 
(i) Silts and clays, 80 lbsl cubic foot 
(ii) Loams, 90 lbsl cubic foot . 
(iii) Sands, 100 lbs I cubic foot 
(iv) Gravels, 120 lbs/cubic foot. 

Tons of soil displaced (TD) 
= (VD x BD) I 2000 
= (--x--)/2000 =-Tons. 

[2000 pounds=1 short Ton,2240Pounds=1 Long Ton] 
[lm3=35.3147 fl?] 
[1 Ton=2204.64 Pounds] 
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4.2 Bank Erosion: Types & Patterns 

Rivers are referred to as dynamic systems which means they are in a constant 

state of change. Normally the factors related to the stream formation are complex and 

interrelated. These ·are, amount and supply of water, catchment geology, bank side 

vegetation, alignment of the river bank etc. These are changing in respect of time and 

the response of the river w~th the changing factor is the alteration of its shape, form 
. ' . . 

and location. In stable streams'": the· rate of these changes are generally slow and 

imperceptible. It is assumed to be paradoxical that the stable systems are l)luch slower 

than the unstable systems. Deluge is a trigger effect behind such occurrence's. Over 

clearing of catchments and stream bank vegetation, poorly managed sands, stream 

straightening etc. are the examples of management practices which result in 

accelerated rates of bank erosion. 

The following are the important geomorphologic actions found in a riverine environ: 

(a) Stream bed lowering and infill. 

(h) Inundation of bank soils followed by rapid drops in flow after flooding 

(c) Saturation of banks from off stream sources . 

(d) Redirection and acceleration of flow from lean to peak season with critical 
shear flows · 

(e) Removal or disturbance of protective vegetation from stream banks. 

(f) Bank soil resistance and bank soil profile characteristics. 

(g) Wave action generated by heavy blowing wind and wind current operating 
over banks. 

(h) Sand extraction & other anthropogenic causes. 

(i)· Intense rainfall events (catastrophic occurrences) 

G) Imbalance of in-channel water level and bank side Ground water table. 

Bank fracture (mass failure) and scour of the bank at foot level are the two 
' . . 

most effective actions. along the lower reach of Ganga as a recurrent phenomenon in 

Maida and Murshidabad districts especially in the wet season from June to October 

every year. Normally the·preflood erosion is caused by shearing of current along the 

bottom of the bank or bank toe. Similarly the after flood shocks come from the 

proce·ss of liquefaction and consequent flow pattern of rills and Gullies. The River 

facing shelving cliff like form of the bank makes it vulnerable to erosion. Here the 
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cliff like bank display micacious fine or medium sand at bottom with overlying thick 

brown clay-silt. top layer of 2 to 3 m of thickness. Normally during peak and high 

discharges the shear stress surpasses the shear resistance of the bank, the safety factor 

(F) becomes negative and .collapsing in the form of mass failure occurs. In channel, 

sedimentation narrows down the cross section area between the shelving bank and the 

channel bar creating extra pressure of fluid velocity for which erosion rate accelerates. 

During the rising phase. Qf:hydrographs, undermining at the cliff foot develop linear 

cracks or fissures on the bank to achieve more space by slumping the bank and 

thereby maintain its dynamic river system. The underlying sand layer rapidly washes 

out because of less cohesiveness. For which the blocks of bank slumps along the 

fissures. Eddies and impinge parallel flows result into elliptical scour of the bank and 

secondary helical flow result into repeated blow over periods on the bank. Increasing 

. eftluent seepage weakens the bank stability to withstand properly. Though· boulder 

pitching restricts shearing but liquefaction and flow attacks can hardly be prevented. 

The effiuent seepage creaies tremendous pressure on the guard wall and cause 

gravitational fall down. These boulder remnants also aggravate the situation of 

sedimentation. These all are culminating into the oscillation of the river to and fro 

within the limits of its meandering belt. Normally the following types of erosional 

features are more common in case of river Ganga. The main processes can be 

precisely categorized under the 2 heads: 

(a) Bank Scour 

(b) Bank failure 

Scour is divided into the following sub processes 

(i) Undercutting I undermining 

(ii) Toe erosion/ under toeing 

(iii) Wind wash by blowing 

(iv) Liquefaction 

Different kinds of bank failure of the river Ganga in Maida district include (i) 

rotational slip, (ii) rill and gully erosion, (iii) subsurface wash I effiuent seepage, (iv) 

cavitation, (v) block slumping, (vi) toppling failure, (vii) block fall, (viii) earth I mud 

flow and (ix) block glide. 

Now the above said processes are being discussed below: 
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4.2.i Rot~tional Slip 

The semi circular motion of a mass of rock and I or soil as it moves down 

slope along a concave face; a rotational slip is occurred. The basic mechanism for this 

would seem to. be the imbalance between accumulation of saturated rock mass at the 

. top of the bank face and abrasion cum disposal of soil from the base level surface. 

Then having no basal support the up hanging mass slips like scooping (plate No.4.40). 

Here the sliding mass rotates with the bottom slipping further forward than the top 

(Smith, 1984).Examples may be cited from Panchanandapur, Sakullapur and Khaskol 

side bank of the river Ganga. 

4.2.2 Rills and Gullies 

. According to David, S.G, 'Rills are small ephemeral channels' that often form 

in sub parallel sets on sloping agricultural land in response to intense runoff events. 

They are ·common on steep and unprotected or bare banks and earthen embankments. 

They are small but long-lived channels that carry run off and convey water to the 

main channel (fig.4.2). Rill dimensions lie in the range of centimeter to decameter for 

both width. and depth, but rill length may reach hundreds of meters (Thomas, 1985, 

1994, 2000).They carry fast flowing water and scour the beds efficiently and 

contribute to the bed load of the main stream. Cutting the banks they often 

characterize themselves as shallow, laminar and sub critical in respect to flow 

receiver. A threshold of STREAM POWER when crosses, they are powered by 

0.05w/m2
. Their retreat creates head cuts and results into havoc of erosion and 

sediment transport by them appear to require power levels increased. Over soft rocks 

they are turbulent and erosive and ·powerful during storms. If rainfall continues the 

rills may be further eroded and enlarged to form gullies (Smith, 1984).It is uneven 

removal or surface soil by the formation of small scale rill chanpels; known in USA 

as rilling (Monkhouse and Small, 1976).Ifthis continues, the rills coalesce into large 

gullies (concentrated wash) leading to gully erosion. 

Gully in normal sense means coalescence of rills with concentrated flow. It is 

a steep sided trench or channel often deep (several meters), that is cut into poorly 

consolidated bed rock, weathered sediment or soil (Thomas, 1985, 1994, 2000). 

Sometimes these are ephemeral flow of running water. These are deeper and longer 

than rills. They create deep gush out in the land surface and over the banks especially 
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when this consists of soft· materials (Monkhouse & Small, 1976). In other's 

perception; these are incised water worn channels (Smith, 1984). It is formed when 

overland flow down a slope especially following heavy rainfall concentrated into rills 

which merge and enlarge into the Gully (Smith, 1984). Large volumes of soil and 

debris may be removed especially where the underlying rocks are soft and non 

cohesive. Removal of overlying vegetation contributes to the havocs of erosion. 

Manikchak, Moynapur side eastern· bank of Ganga is the best example of rill and 

gully formation (fig. 4. 6). 

4.2.3 Subsurface wash I fluting 

Subsoil is defined as a traditional layer of partially decomposed rock 

. underlying the top soil and overlying the bed rock (Monkhouse & Small, 1976). It is 

thus the in-between layer oftop and bottom soil. When percolation is steady and void 

ratio of the top soil is more pronouncing a subsurface layer can contain flow of water 

opening into the main channel as tunnel flow and alternatively known as subsurface 

fluting or effluent seepage, sometimes for larger distances of length (10 to 15 km). It 

is sub-surface moisture migrating laterally within the regolith and transporting 

material in solution and fine particles to give lateral eluviations (Monkhouse, and 

Small, 1976). Subsurface wash thfough sandy subsurface layers result into hollowing 

of the layer and further increases collapse of the topsoil. It is the movement of water 

through the pores ofthe soil, sediments, or porous rocks. It is diffused and relatively 

slow flowage compared with flow through fissures, springs or natural pipes. The riv.er 

Ganga below off take of Bhagirathi becomes alive due to seepage flow in summers. 

Examples may be cited along the Manikchakghat to Domhat reach. In hydrology it is 

oozing out of water (Mayhew, 1997). It reacts over saturated banks as vertically or 

laterally during flow of seepage arid this twin action wear down the strength of bank 

rock and accelerate further mass failure. 

4.2.4 Cavitations 

Normally cavitation occurs in high velocity water (8-16 m S"1
) in irregular 

channels, when local acceleration causes pressure to decrease the vapour pressure of 

water and airless bubbles form. Subsequent local deceleration and increased pressure 

results in bubble collapse (Thomas,1985,1994).This process is a manifestation ofthe 
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conservation of energy; increased kinetic energy during flow acceleration is balanced 

by decreased pressure energy (fig. 4. 7). 

The bubble implosion causes shock waves that erode adjacent solid surfaces 

like hammer blows (Thomas, 1985; 1994). When and where there is outstanding 

increase in velocity and· water saturation in the channel associated with lateral flow 

attack like hammering blows cavities occur subsequently. In river Ganga patches may 

be seen at Khaskol, Sakullap~r, and Panchanandapur 'etc, The process ·of cavitation is 

actually the wearing of rocks by running water, when bubbles of air and water vapour 

collapse, causing minute shock waves against bed and banks (Monkhouse and Small, 

1976). Cavitation causes shock waves and usually occurs downstream of local 

obstructions on the. bed and bank. It seems that it is an important erosional hydraulic 

force in streams and rivers (Mayhew, 1997). 

4.2.5 Undercutting I Undermining 

Undercutting is a process in which erosion continues in the lower part of a 

bank. It eventually results in a rock fall or slumping of the bank or scar (Smith, 1984). 

During high velocities the foot .level of the bank is attacked by the flow of impinging 

character and hydraulic action causes subsurface erosion i.e. erosion of the sandy 

intermediate layer sandwiched between two silt-clay top and bottom soil layers). 

Consequently the removal of sub soil results into· collapse, jointing and washing out of 

the. topsoil and steady downfall occurs in such a way that areal loss of bank land 

occurs variously (plate No.4.41). It is also called as under toe erosion and washing out 

by backwashing during the to and fro action of the wavy sea currents. These are the 

erroneous effects of rip current flows that occur within the fairly confined zones: 

Mainly 3 important factors affect the action of under toeing soft soil matrix of the 

bank: 

(a) Impinging and parallel flow attacks 

(b) Concave-convex meander bends with staining bank almost at right 

angle .. 

4.2.6 Block slumping 
. 

Mass movement down the steep faces banks is susceptible to slumping. The 

action of water mainly subsurface flow undermines the soil strata and lubricates the 

soil matrix especially clay for which upper strata slumps down. This block slumping 
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involves shearing or materials, tearing away of a soggy mass of material usually with 

a distinct rotational movement on a curved plane (Rotational slip) leaving a scar 

(Monkhouse & Small, 1976) is favourable for block to block slumping down . 

. Lubrication and mobility of subsurface strata actually predominated by well cracking 

and detachment from backward head wall of bank usually triggers such occurrence 

near Panchanandapur, Khaskol, Sakullapur, Manikchak area of river Ganga (plate 

No.4.42). 

4.2. 7 Block slide/ Block Glide 

Block slide ~r Block Glide is more significant of all types of slides, wherein 

large soil ~ks-sfide down the bank slope. Sometimes massive and enormous blocks 

wejlrJdown as mass failure. Blocks of bank soils separated by joints of vertical ---- -

_.-----_.-/- dimensions create disintegration of one block from other and gravity compels them 

down to fall. These usually develop foot level remnants of the bank, and such 

remnants are washed away by steady flows resulting into formation of in channel 

··bars. 

4.2.8. Earth flow and M_.dflow 

Earth flow is promoted by mostly through rainfall so that materials are 

oversaturated (Singh, 2002). Earth flow is more common on valley sides having 

alluvium, rich in clay minerals. Mud flow differs from earth flow is that the former 

inay be noticed by the observer, while the later cannot be noticed because earth flow 

is not very common. The water content is huger in case of mud flow than the earth 

flow. Alluvial banks of river have comparatively much susceptible to mud flow and 

the remnants so produced are transported by the river. Solvent water in mud flow 

coagulates mud and channelizes through the rills and gullies produced over the banks. 

4.2.9. Bank fall 

Instantaneous fall of jointed and weathered soils including large blocks from 

steep and cliff like standing banks falling into rivers under the influence of gravity is 

the outcome of 'Bank Fall'. The size of soil mass fragments depends upon the size 

and pattern of cracks· introduced. This type of movement involves vertical 

displacement· or movement of materials without water. The velocity of fall is rapid 

and excessive than any other form of movement. It is removal of individual and 

superficial blocks. Most bank falls are promoted by hydro fracturing, stress release, 
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the wedging action of tree roots and other weathering processes associated with toe 

cut outs (fig.4.8).Undercutting usually accelerates the rate of fall. Whereas other 

important factors related to such phenomenon are as follows: 

(i) humidity factor 
(ii) lithological factor . 
(iii) structural characteristics ofbank soil materials 
(iv) nature of slope and. 
(v) vegetation cover · · · 

In humid areas the fallen materials are collected at the bank foot and involves 

down slope movement of finer materials than heavier materials by the action of the 

rivers. Thus,· stream bank erosion is an assemblage of quite more factors. Normally it 

is traced to two major factors: Stream bank characteristics (erodibility Potential) and 

hydraulic I gravitational forces . These processes of erosion include surface erosion, 

mass failure (Planer and rotational), fluvial entrainment (particle detachment by 

flowing water, generally at the bank toe), dry ravel, scour, liquefaction, collapse, 

positive pore w~ter pressure, both saturated and unsaturated failures and soil piping. 

Hydraulic and gravitational forces occur within the soil mantle as well as within the 

water column of the stream itself (Thomas, 2003). 

The veloCity, velocity gradients, boundary shear stress, strong down welling 

and up welling currents in the near bank region back-eddy circulation and other flow 

mechanisms also affect rates of erosion as proposed by Rosgen et a/. Thome (1982) 

Simon, 1996. Darby and Thamer (1997), Thome (1999) and Simon, eta/. have done 

their works of recent stream bank mechanics and stream bank stability analysis. 

4.3 Soil study of the Bank (Panchanandapur-Manikchak Reach) 

Soil mechanical analysis from the point of view to verify and analyse the 

textural characters of the soil is directly related to the mechanical assessment of the 

soil i.e. understanding of p·resence of percentage of sand, silt and clay in the soil so 

that to make out a comprehensive idea about the cohesive nature ofthe soil i.e. rate of 

integration or .compactness of the soil mass. An international classification system 

defines particles with diameter less than 0.002 mm as clay, those with diameter 

between 0.002 and 0.02 mm as silt.and particles between 0.02 and 2.0mm in diameter 

are sand.(Hussain, 1999).The term 'loam' is used to describe mixture of the different 

size classes of soil particles (Hussain, 1999). 
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The study has been ca.rfied out taking the left bank side country soil of the 

River Ganga starting from Manikchakghat to Panchanandapur. The work has been 

carried out in t.he Diaras of Maida, which is low lying, very deep moderately well 

drained coarse loamy soils occurring on very gently sloping active alluvial plains. The 

Diara is the low banks of a _river and karara the high bank meaning thereby land 

below and above flood level. 14 spot level data (SLD) from the laboratory records of 

office of the Soil Cons~rvatioil Officer, soil survey, Maida, Govt. of West Bengal 

both of 'off bank spots' and 'Near-bank Spots' accompanied by on field profile 

analysis were attempted i.e. total 20 spot profiles were studied starting from 'Ground 

level' to a 'subsurface depth' of 160-180 em taking averagely unclassified layers. 

Photographic-survey of the reach helped to trust the reality with that of the laboratory 

assessments. All the spots of 'on-field' profile analysis were restricted to the exposed 

bank heights attached to the water heights of the river. 

As soil texture refers to the size and proportion of soil particles, the erodibility 

factor and the shear strength of the bank is directly related to the soil mechanical 

character. The physical properties of the soil constitute the factual background upon 

which are based many of the operations involved in the practical management of soil. 

A close examinations ofthe studied profiles exhibit the fact that 44.16% ofthe grains 

are of medium size designated to 0.2 to 2.0 mm of diameter, 50.66% are of fine size 

with diameter of 0.02 to 0.2 mm and only 5.17% are of coarse size following the 

international system of soil separates (Daji,Kadam, 1996). Average void ratio of the 

soil particles was moderate to high amounting to 30-35%. Soil density level was 

found low to moderate i.e. 1.75 to 1.80 gm cc-1 which is indicative oflower the nature 

of compactness, presence of soil cementing materials i.e. percentage of organic 

carbon ranged as low as 0.31% to 0.41% and in few profiles estimated organic carbon 

was ranging as little as 0.04% to 0.39% only. Almost in all profiles it was less than 

0.5%, many soils contain colloids which are principally of organic origin, these occur 

as a gelatinous coating on the surface of mineral particles (Robinson, 1972), scarcity 

ofwhat makes the soil loosened. Textural surgery displays that sandy clayey loam top 

soil (layer depth 20-70cm) is standing on the basement of either sandy or silt-sand 

substratum which is easily soluble and prone to erosion by subsurface fluting, bank 

soil undermining and aerial liquefaction (table.4.5). Another important feature reveal 

that in a sample profile the top 2layers (depth 0-20cm and 20-40 em) out ofthe 8 nos. 
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are characterized by 50-:60% of sand whereas the next 3 layers (depth 40-60cm, 60-

80cm and 80-lOOcm) have 75%-95% of sand particles whereas the last 3 horizons are 

characterized by 20%- 30% of sand but 30% - 50% of clay and silts. Such soils are apt 

to be acting and even to suffer water logging consequent upon mobile watered zone of 

subsurface passage i.e. paths of fluting. As a result of fact these horizontal layers 

hardly withstand /hold the loose sandy sub soil which is featured to tremendous 

undercutting and washing ~way ofthe sandy pedons result into·wasting cum collapse 

of the upper top soil. 

Table 4.5 Sample profile characters of river Ganga in Malda district, West Bengal. 

SI Geographical Soil Organic Clay Silt Sand 
No. Referenee depth carbon (%) (%) (%) Texture 

(em) (%) 
1 0-15 0.20 24:21 32.09 . 43.79 L (Loam) 

2 8. 15-30 0.10 12.51 16.2 71.29 
SL(Sandy 
Loam) 

3 1J~ 30-60 0.30" 1.42 2.1 96.48 Sl (Sandy Loam) 
4 ..<:: !a 60-80 0.24 7.56 16.1 76.34 S1(Sandy Loam) 
5 ih . 80-100 0.04 19.9 38.0 42.10 SL(Sandy Loam) 
6 100-150 0.03 41.5 35.0 23.50 C (Cl1!Y) 
7 150-175 0.14 39.4 33.0 27.60 CL (Clay Loam) 

Source: Office of the soil conservation Department, Govt. ofW. Bengal (Maida). (Compiled and arranged by the author) 

A close examination of the soil layers from ground level to a depth of 180 em 

at exposed sites display the fact of over dominance of sand having average proportion 

share of 40.20% and share of clay and silt ranges only 23.61% and 25.58% thereby 

amounting to half of the share of sand. Estimation of soil porosity is another 

parameter here which attributes to the easy erosion of the soil (table.4.6). 

The computed average density of sand is 1.6 to 1. 7gm cc"1 whereas net density 

amounts to 2.75 gm cc-1 approximately which is also indicative of about 50% of 

porosity i.e. pronounced to steady hydraulic erosion. If the relative or average density 

and net density of silt and loamy silts amounts to 1.30 and 2.65 gm cc-1 respectively, 

about 50.9% ofthe pore spaces ofthe soil profile is subjected to over laden by air and 

water and in such condition water saturation by subsurface natural pipe lines and 

expansion of river water as well as rain water infiltration initiated by capillary 

flowage help to disintegrate the anatomy of the layers of soil attributing to further 

erosion by· secondary currents within the channel and big cavities are produced. 



Table 4.6 Comprehensive soil properties (Mechanical Analysis) of20 
studied profiles. 

Sl. No. Depthincm · Av. Sand(%) Av. Clay(%) Av. Silt(%) 

1 0-20 47.13 22.79 28.94 

2 20-40 55.83 20.79 22.77 
... 

3 40-60 56.66 21.18 22.36 

4 60-80 . 50.60 24.11 27.46 

5 80-100 42.81 25.40 29.96 

6 100-120 37.41 28.62 29.07 

7 120-140 33.18 28.82 29.71 

8 140-160 25:06 26.32 28.33 

9 160-180 13.03 14.42 11.68 

Average% 40.20 23.61 25.58 

Source: Compiled data (both secondary & field data). 
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The important mechanism which is seriously effective in the Sub-Himalayan 

Ganga Plains is the action of the rain drop or splash erosion preferably where there is 

prolonged periods of rain and the 'peds' are structure less like the 'peds' of 'entisols'. 

Diaras receive averagely 2316.2mm of annual rainfall (Agriculture Annual Plan, 

2001) which is tremendous to rain drop splashing and downwardinfiltration of water. 

It has experimentally observed that raindrops can vertically rise up to 0. 7 m from the 

ground after striking the bank soil and may be displaced to the extent of 1-2 meters 

horizontally. According to Das P. and Basu S, 2004 on sloping lands or when blows at 

a great velocity these displacements may be even more. Thus rain water striking on 

the bank soil penetrates deep about 10-12m down the sub soil at the level where clay 

dominated pedons are present and thereby infiltration abruptly reduces to 60-70%.As 

a result stagnant gravitational water erodes horizontally and fluting creates subsurface 

base . flowage and steady undermining as clayey soils without structure have pores 

clogged with fine particles; From pedogenic point of view the entire area is broadly 

falling under the category of 'Entisols' (ICAR, Nagpur). In general the soil posses 

fine to medium texture and characterized by high average pH (1:2 ratio) almost 7-8, 
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lower the availability of organic carbon and average base saturation of 80-90% 

irrespective of the horizontal layers .. From the outset such soils are technically termed 

as 'Orthents' having very poor cohesion. Thus the results provided here evident 

clearly the pedogenic responsibility of the soil behind the causation of age-old 

problem of soil erosion though river water head, creating liquefaction and soil 

saturation by sucking, accelerate, the situation. · 

Not only the morphdlogy and distribution of sand silt and clay results into 

heavy erosion of the bank rather the chemistry of the silica (sand) also play a vital role 

in the erosional propagation. Silicon is the second most abundant element in the 

earth's crust after oxygen as silica (sand or quartz) and silicates. In silicates, (Si04) 

unit may occur ·individually group or be linked to form chains, rings, sheets or three 

dimensional frameworks (Jauhar, 2003). The abundance of silica (Si) is 2.72 xl05 

ppm frameworks (Jauhar, 2003) which are very high compared to other elementary 

crust building substances. Similarly silicon is a good semiconductor (electro 

negativity: 1.8) and ratio of ionic radius to atomic radius is 0.33pm (118/40pm).It 

melts at the temperature of 1,693K (1420°C) and boils at a temperature of 3,350K 

(3,077°C) (Jauhar, 2003), which is.unbelievable in normal climates. 

Thus in situational and climatic conditions both melting and boiling of silicon 

normally in the appearance of sand or Si02 is not possible until and unless it is treated 

in the laboratory. The natural existence of silicon dioxide (sand) is less metallic 

because of large. ionization enthalpies. Silicon and carbon both in nature behave as 

non-metal. The silicon and its group item generally show tetravalency by sharing four 

of its valence electrons. Normally they are stable though they· have oxidation state of 

+4 and this +4 oxidation state is comparatively low stable than +2 oxidation state 

having in Ge(Germanium),Sn(Tin),and Pb(Lead).Thus in a same group(14)lead is 

more stable than silicon and silicon-di-oxide called silica(sand)consists of continuous 

lattice of silicon and Oxygen connected by covalent bonds. In the structure of atoms 

of silicon, it is surrounded· by four· oxygen atoms with tetrahedral arms. Thus there are 

no discrete Si02 and it is a network solid. The motive here is to prove that silicon di 

oxide (Si02) is widely found as sand and quartz. As already discussed consisting of an 

infinite three dimensional network of silicon and oxygen connected by covalent bonds 

exists in many amorphous and crystalline forms. Thus silica has good resistance in 

chemical bondage and also in physical morphology. 
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One unit of indefinable silica is highly temperature resistant and chemically 

individual that sticky viscosity is seldom possible in case of sand. Discussion on the 

chemical characters of Si02 also fits to an extent in the study area and abundance of 

its availability there, proves the background reality of high rate of erosion with 

reference to the chemical property of sand. 

Organic carbon with clay can combine the smallest grain of silica or sand but 

unavailability of that can cause great singularity of silica grains which actually results 

in higher the erosive attitude of silica in hydraulic action of river and blowing winds. 

In all the form silicon is tetrahedral surrounded by four atoms of oxygen and each 

comer is meshed by other tetr8.hedral forming an infinite array. Thus in existence sand 

is really erosive than silt and clay . 

. The physical constants of silicon really in such a way selective that it reacts 

mostly stable in nature as well in normal condition silicon dioxide lie most non

reactant for which longer the times more cohesiv~ compounds are not produced from 

silicon dioxide. In niore geographical sense silicon dioxide (Si02) does not even 

produce good bondage with silts and clay. Whereas clay has a good metallic character 

but sand has avery low or non metallic character having an electro negativity of only 

1.8 compared to metallic state of 4.0 as a high metal. Normally non metals are more 

erosive than metals. Normal temperature ofMalda with an average figure of25°C is 

really ineffective for silica and its oxides as the melting and boiling of them is only 

possible at higher and unnatural conditions. Thus existence of averagely 50-60% of 

sands along the bank side soil profile is the real favouring condition of erosion in case 

of river Ganga and for which the. bank soil is highly compelling towards gravity and 

toppling, slumping and gliding is frequently operative forms over the bank. 

On the other hand the bank side liquefaction cum areal collapse is thus very 

much responding due to the over appearance of sand. The following diagram (Fig.4.9) 

says that gravelly sands and clay soils are available at greater depths but the Ap to B22 

layers are dominated by silts and silt. clays in general, thereby enhancing chances of 

bank failure. For site specific analysis data were collected from Office of the Soil 

Conservation Officer, Malda about some near bank and far off bank spots of 

Kaliachak II and Manikchak Blocks (tab/eA. 7 &fig.4.10). 
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Figure 4.9 General Soil-scape of Lower Ganga Plains (Parts ofMalda, West Bengal). 

Table 4.7 Average percentage share of sand, silt and clay. 
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40.20 

26.54 

23.83 

Source: Compiled data. Note: Ranks based on higher %value of sand, silt and clay to higher rank 
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Figure 4.10 Bank Soil depth -wi se di stribution of share o f sand .s ilt ,and c lay along the le ft bank of River Ganga. 

The above an a lysis re veal s that the percentage of sand is appearing much in 

the pedons/layers with depths 20 - 40 em, 40 - 60 em and 60 - 80 em and the 

appearance reduces in the bottom pedons/layers like I 00 - 120 e m, 120 - 140 em, 140 

- 160 em, and 160- 180 em depth leve l indicate almost more or less si mil ar 

di stribution of sand , silt and clay. Rankin g of depth-wise pe rcentage share of sand 
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indicate the situation vividly. Such ranking in case of silt has shown highest share in 

the pedons 80 ~ 100 em and 120- 140 em, where as the layers like 20-40 em, 40-

60 em, 160 - 180 em etc. have lower the appearance. In case of clay higher the 

appearances have found in the bottom.pedons like 100- 120 em, 120- 140 em, 140-

160 em etc. and lacking in appearance in the pedons with depth 20 - 40 em and 40 -

60 em. In General sand has averagely, 40.20% of appearance, silt only 25.57% and 

clay has coll?-para!ively ve.ryless i.e.23 .83% only. Thus the textural.qfture of the bank 

soil is really very much sand dominated for which erosion has been found always 

actively operative against the shearing force of the head water of the channel (main) 

as well impinging flow patte.ms accelerate the situation. 

Soil organic matter content signifies a great role to combine the soil particles 

or to perform as a soil cementing matrix which improves soil cohesiveness cum 

compactness of the soil. ·The amount of organic matter present in soil varies 

considerably. In cultivated soils, it varies from less than 01 % to about 1.5%. It is 

usually low in dry moist silica (sand) and soil with heavy ploughing. Lower vegetal 

coverage retards the regular flow of soil litter product in the bank side areas of Maida 

along river Ganga. It also varies with the depth of the soil from top soil layer to the 

studied depth of 180 em from only 0.39% in the top layer to the 0.16% at the studied 

bottom depth (180/160/150cm) of the bank side profiles. In the following paras the 

depth wise description has been provided (table.4.8). 

Table 4.8 Percentage of organic carbon in the studied profiles (depth-wise). 
(Depths in em) 

Profiles 0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 80-100 100~120 120-140 140-160. 160-180 Total 
. 

1 0.25 0.15 0.19 0.10 0.13 0.16 - - - 0.98 

2 0.65 0.33 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.23 - - - 1.95 

3 0.45 0.13 0.15 . 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.20 0.20 - 1.57 

4 0.27 0.12 0.18 0.28 0.30 0.31 0.31 - - 1.77 

5 0.38 0.28 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.26 - 2.17 

6 0.57 0.51 0.47 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.30 - 3.68 

7 0.39 0.28 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.20 - 1.71 

8 0.25 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.04 Q.04 - 0.83 

9 0.13 ·0.19 0.27 0.14 0.04 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 1.29 

10 0.37 0.08 0.01 0.07 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.81 
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11 0.17 0.03. 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.18 0.18 0.76 

12 0.21 0.13 . 0.21 0.19 0.14. 0.08 0.13 0.13 - 1.22 

13 0.38 0.18 0.23 0.30 0:23 0.15 0.08 0.08 - 1.63 

14 0.39. 0.28 0.22 0.21 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.21 - 2.21 

15 0.21 o:o6 0.05 . 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.20 0.20 0.93 

16 0.22 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.13 0.07 0.11 0.14 0.14 1.31 

17 0.13 0;21 0.30. 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.14 0.14 0.14 1.31 

·o.48 ' 
....... ;.· 

0.14. 18 0.14 0~17 . 0.10 0.17 0.03 0.09 - 1.32 

19 0.13 0.19 0.27 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.14 1.06 

20 0.15 0.2 0.30 0.24 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.14 1.22 

Source: Compiled Data. 

On the basis of the above written table it can be mentioned that the degree of 

appearance of organic carbon is really very low for which the cementing matrix of the 

soil is of negligible bonding capacity and thus the soil is highly susceptible to erosion. 

The· normal pattern of distribution. is· reducing from the top soil pedons/layers to the 

bottom soil pedons/layers. The significance of appearance of organic carbon is thus 

predicting a natural .influence behind the causation of such erosion due to low bonding 

of soil. 

Relationship study of sand silt and clay properties 

Bivariate relationship study (regression analysis) exhibit a high positive 

relation between sand and silt. Thus it speaks that with the increment of sand, silt also 

increases. But the sand clay relation is more or less steady as the slope of the 

interception line: shows an angular slope of very low the degrees. It means that with 

the increasing rate of sand very · low percentage rate of clay use to be increased. 

Similarly the silt-clay relationship. though is positive rather shows a very slow and 

steady rate ofvariation. On the other hand when silt is taken as independent variable 

sand is considered to be seriously decreasing. In respect of clay both sands and silts 

have been found very much or positively increasing. The degree or angle of 

inclination of the line of interception is. comparatively steep in case of clay-sand and 

clay-silt relationship when the dependency has been examined over clay as an 

independent variable. Thus the data analysis shows a situational occurrence of over 

dominance of sand on the other properties of soil leading to the high erosional 

activities of the bank side soil (Fig. 4.11, 4.12 &4.13). 
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Figure 4.11 Depth-wise Distribution o r Sand,Si It and C lay at Panchanandapur. 
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Figure 4.12 Dept h-wise Di stribution of Sand,Silt and C lay at Domhat. 
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Figure 4.13 Depth-wise Distri bution of Sand ,Silt and Clay at Manikchak . 

4.4 Channel forms and processes: Bank Cross Section study 
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Five consecuti ve bank sections were studied in and around Panchanandapur 

taking the locations at the up and down stream of the ri ver (figs.4. 14, 4. 1 5, 4. 16, 4.17 

& 4. 18). The shape of the cross section of a river channel at any location is a function 

of the fl ow, the quantity and character of the sediment in movement th rough the 

secti on and the character of composition of the materi als making up the bed and banks 

of the channel (Leopold , Wolman and Mille r, 1964) . Two main groups of processes 

are in volved in bank e ros ion: hydraulic ac ti on and mass fa ilure. The removal of bank 

e rosion by hydrauli c acti ons c losely re lated to near-bank velocity conditi ons (Odgard, 

1986; Hasegawa, 1989) , and in particul ar to the velocity gradient c lose to the bank, 

which determines the magnitude of hydrauli c shear. The width- Depth rati o remains 

the most commo nly used index (Kni ghton, 1998).Actuall y the progress ive change in 

the hydrauli c parameters of a river pl ay a vita l ro le behind the readjustment and 

further needs of acco mmodatio n of the ri ver to entra in its burden for the achi evement 

of poss ible graded profil e. In doing so the reaction is excessive shear stress in the 

bank part and resultant e rosion. As stated abo ve, here the study has been carried out 

by takin g 05 consecuti ve bank secti ons of Panchanandapur area to examine and 

validate the re lationship of e rosion with that of changes in ri ver hydraulics. 
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In the following table (table.4.9) the hydraulic parameters have been presented to 

reach to the comparative analysis ofthe bank sections. 

Table 4.9 Hydraulic Parameters of River Ganga at Panchanandapur area. 

No Hydraulic Downstream Downstream Downstream Downstream Downstream 
Parameters point 01 point02 point 03 point 04 point OS 

1 Cross section area 9734.4 m2 10487.84 m2 13237.62. m2 16164.63 m2 14626.8 m2 

2 Wetted Perimeter 824m 808.00 m 1008.00 m 1240.00 m 980.00 m 

3 Width 780m 800m 970.00.5 m 1301.50 m 1020.00m 

4 Mean Deptn 12.48 m 12.98 m 13.64m 12.42 m 14.34 m 

5 Mean Hydraulic 11.81 m 12.98 m 13.13 m 13.04 m 14.93 m 
Radius 

6 Discharge 3854.82m3s"1 4509.77m3s·1 5824.55 m3s"1 7112.44 m3s"1 7123.25m3s·1 

7 Mean Velocity 0.396 m s·1 0.430 m s·1 0.440 m s·1 0.441 m s·1 0.487 m s·1 

8 Slope Factor 0.0040 0.0040 0.0041 0.0013 0.0013 

9 Manning's O.D18 O.D18 0.018 0.018 0.018 
Roughness 

10 Channel 11.81 12.98 13.13 13.04 14.92 
Efficiency 

Source: Compiled Data. 

The following bank cross sections were studied (Fig.4.19) as below: 
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Bank Cross Section of Downstream Point 02 
Panchanandapur 
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Source: Based on I & W Map, Govt. of West Bengal; 2005 and Field Survey 2006, 2007, 200 I 1- 12 

Figure 4.19: Location of Bank Cross Sections and Geographical Scenario: Panchanandapur Ghat Area 

In the following phase of discussion these progressive changes have been 

analysed. The involved mouzas are Panchanandapur (JI No.I I) , Birodhi (JI No.lO) 

and Sakullapur (JI No.09) and Bank sections 0 I ,02,03 ,04 and 05 have been spaced 

from an upstream to downstream direction almost in a progressive manner. 

(a) From section 0 I to 05 progressive Cross Section Areas (A) have increased, which 

indicate that from upstream to downstream to accommodate increased burden the 

river is in action to increase area by steady bank erosion .This has aggravated due to 

channel infilling actions and shortage of area needed . 

(b) Except D/S-05 all the bank sections are characterized by progress ive nature of 

wetted Perimeter (P), meaning thereby positive indication of bank shifting as over a 

very negligible country-slope the channel incision processes are rarely possible than 

to lateral erosion. 

(c) Actually width (w) as a hydraulic parameter is a matter of consideration and 

choice of the study only, though the satellite imageries prove that Panchanandapur

Birodhi part is receiving the max imum width within the total reach(about 8.5 km) and 

thi s a joint action of progressive rate of increasing wetted Perimeter and channel bed 

dumping. 
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(d) Regarding mean channel depth there is again a progressive propensity, though the 

rate of variation is very. less as the entrainment of the river burden in a down slope 

direction is very low and in case. of D/S-04, it is not progressing because of excessive 

siltation and resulting channel bar formation at a chainage distance of 400-500m and 

600-1000 m and more than that, as found in the section. 

(e) Interestingly the mean Hydraulic radius (Xy) in almost all the cases is very nearer 

to the mean depth(y) and little bit more or less, which is again indicative of a more 

infilling type of channel mainly because of accumulation of bank materials. It can be 

possible in a channel shape where the symmetric curvature of channel has been very 

much distorted . due to deposition of bank materials within the channel and 

transformation of that into a more precise near-pan form. 

(f) Amount of discharge (Q) in a down slope direction is found varymg m a 

progressive manner and which is a sign of steady increasing rate of channel burden. 

The rate of variation from D/S-01 to 05 is really found a considerable variation and in 

all the cases with an average propensity of increment of variation of 500 to1, 000 

cumec. 

(g) 0.350 m s"1 to 0.500 m s-1 range ~fvariation of near bank mean velocity had been 

found, which is really very much negligible to entrain such a huge amount of8,000 to 

15,000 cumecs of discharge in a lean season for a given point of time and increasing 

up to the dangerous level of more than 3000 cumecs during spates of bankful stage. 

Actually this is a joint result of in-channel deposition and gentler country slope 

associated with eastward shifting of the· thalweg line of the main channel hugging the 

banks and for which systematized discharge is .obstructed. The rude consequence is 

the whims of the huge water head pressure in the channel and bank saturation cum 

bank wasting incidents are occurred. 

(h) In a upstream to downstream direction, ignoring the variations of the acceleration 

of flow in response to gravity, the degree of country slope is seriously tending to very 

less rather tending to zero over a very minimum expansion of horizontal distance and 

is amounting to 0.0013 ·to 0.0040 and little more. This also indicates· greater the 

stagnancy of river burden over time in the channel, resulting into excessive pressure 

of potential energy of.fluid than kinetic or dynamic energy exerting over the loose 

lithology of the eastern bank. 
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(i) According to Manning's scale· Roughness Index the case has been considered for 

silt bearing alluvial channel and as per secondary sources it is almost very low i.e. 

nearer to only 0.020, meaning thereby negligible turbulence offered by the very soft 

and loose bed material from inside channel bed and very lesser the degree of 

turbulence. has introduced. 

(j) Last but the most important parameter is the channel efficiency which is a factor of 

ratio of cross section are·~. {A.) . and wetted Perimeter (P), and which also. gives an 

indication of the river's ability to maintain energy whilst transporting materials. The 

most efficient section has been foun,d the D/S-05 and D/S-04 amounting to 14.92 and 

13.04 respectively. Here also a progressive patttem from upstream to downstream 

order has been found.It thus means that efficiency has increased with the increment pf 

parameters like wetted periineter,width and cross section area from the upstream to 

the downstream direction. 

On the basis of the above elaboration it is really evident that the fluvial processes are 

seriously operative mainly to tacle the immense pressure of river burden, both fluid 

burden and load burden within the channel for which bank destructions by slumping 

and wasting is a continuous process here. The other parameters will be positively 

changing if discharge(Q) can be done 05 times more from the channel for a given 

point of time and that may reduce down the volatile phases of erosiC?n accelerated by 

the almost progressive interplay of the hydrological parameters associated. 

4.5. Bank Erosion Assessment: Study along Pancbanandapur-Manikchak Reach 

Ero~ion and failure of bank in this section of the river is a most intrinsic part 

of discussion meaning thereby assessment of erosion idealized by propensity of drop 

of block of the bank rock in a most wet season along a slope of slip over liquefied 

strata composed mainly of silt and sand particles.Reach -wise identification of spots 

of Fluvio-morphic parameters and processes along left bank of the river Ganga was 

given importance to be estimated on the basis of various process-observation spots in 

this section of study. Comprehensive analysis on Bank erosion hazard Index for the 

05 sub reaches from Manikchak to Panchanandapur was seriously interpreted on 

observation basis for hours at selected sites. 
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The fo llowing methodology was taken up : 

i) Observation of field phenomena supported by conceptual geographical readings and 

time series experiences have supported the former phase of discussion of thi s part of 

analysis. 

ii) Analysis of safety factor of the slab or block of rock of temporarily saturated bank 

resting on a liquidified and angu lar ground base was done taking various physical 

factors fo llowing Hock and Bray, 198 1. 

Findings and Discussion 

4.5.l.Obser vational Analysis 

The observation was for the fo llowing processes like sapping, parallel flow 

erosion, impinging flow erosion, sheet erosion, rill erosion, soil block erosion 

collapse, creep & slip, fal l, gully erosion , subsurface flow, cavity, undermining, bank 

soi l detachment, helical flow erosion , withdrawal of basal support, liquefaction . In 

Manikchak-Domhat reach five sample sites were observed with thi s incidental 

occurrences. Highest of 20 occurrences were found in the Manikchak-Domhat reach . 

Parallel flow erosion was seriously observed in Khaskol-Sakull apur and Sakullapur

Panchanandapurreach. 

Times of Obsevation 

90 Index 
1:Sapping 

8 0 l :Parallwel 
flow erosion 

70 3:Impingng 
Flow Erosion 
-1 : Sheet Erosion Index 

6 0 5: Rill Erosion I : Collapse 

6 :Biocksoil - 2: Creep slip 

so Detachment 
3: Jump or fa ll 

7: GullyErcsion 

I 40 8 : Subsurface 
fluting 

30 
9 : Cavitation 
10: Jnderminin 

6. Bank soil Detachment 

g Times of Obse,'a tion 20 11: aank soil 
Detachment 

50 m 10 ll:'ie llcal Flow 45 

I Erosion 40 

0 13:: Withdrawal 35 
of Basal 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 Support 1 2 3 
Geomorphic Process 14: Liquefaction Geomorphic Process 

Figure 4.20 Reach -wise identificati on of occurrences of Geomorphic parameters and processes. 
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Highest impinge flow erosion was found in the Mohonpur-Khaskol sub reach. 

In case of sheet and rill erosion Manikchak-Domhat sub reach was found severely 

attacked. Creep, slip, collapse and jump actions were most common at Mohonpur

Khaskol sub reach (fig.4.19). In case of gully erosion Manikchak-Domhat sub reach 

receives much attention as well subsurface erosion. Almost in all sub-reaches cavity 

formation was very common and of high rate, especially. in the Manikchak-Domhat 

reach (table.4.10). 

Whereas undermining activities are seriously prominent in Mohonpur-Khaskol 

and Sakullapur-Panchanandapur sub-reach. Helical flow erosion and withdrawal of 

basal support is very much pronouncing in the Domhat-Moynapur and Sakullapur

Panchanandapur sub reach. One of the most important factors that were 

predominantly found in the Khaskol.O:Sakullapur and Sakullapur-Panchanandapur sub 

reach was the withdrawal of b.asal support. On the basis of composite ranking of 

processes irrespective of sub· reaches parallel flow erosion, cavitation, Liquefaction, 

sapping and bank soil detachment are the 5 most important dominating processes. 
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Table 4.10 Reach -wise identification of spots of Geomorphic parameters and processes along left bank of River Ganga. 

Manikchak (UIS) to 
Sl1t/E 

UM ~ Wdlof 
Liqftn. Panchanandapur (DIS) Sp PLFIE Imp. FIE RVE Blk/E GIIE SsF Cvt B/sdtmt. HcVFIE bsL/Spt 

Sub-Reaches YIN No YIN No YIN No Y/ No Y/ No Cp 
Crp& 

fl 
Y/ No YIN No YIN No Y/ No YIN No YIN No YIN No YIN N N sip N N 

Manikchak-Domhat y 5 y 10 y 4 y 6 y 8 y 15 
y 

20 y 15 
y 

8 y 26 y 28 y 5 y 3 y 2 y 2 y 

Domhat-Moynapur y 20 y 7 y 8 y 3 y 2 y 12 y 11 y 08 
y 

4 y 03 y 15 y 6 y 7 y 3 y 6 y 

Mohonpur-Khaskol y 7 y 20 y 9 y 2 y 4 y 15 y 17 y 20 
y 

5 y 04 y 12 y 8 y 9 y 2 y 9 y 

Khaskoi-Sakullapur y 9 y 28 y 6 y 5 N X y 14 y 16 y 19 
y 

5 y 06 y 15 y 4 y 11 N X y 12 y 

Sakullapur- y 8 y 23 y 5 y 2 N X N 0 N 0 N 0 
y 

2 y 03 y 14 y 6 y 17 N X y 15 y 
Panchanandapur 

SUM 49 88 32 18 14 57 64 62 24 42 84 29 47 7 44 66 

RANK 7 1 11 14 15 06 04 05 13 10 2 12 8 16 9 3 
- -

Note: I. All the numerical entries are equivalent to the number of spots of the occurrence of that process (Shrestha & Tamrakar, 2007). 

Sp=Sapping, PI.FIE=Parallel flow erosion, Imp.FIE=Impinge flow erosion, Sht/E= Sheet erosion, RLIE=Rill Erosion, Blk /E=Soil block erosion, Cp=Collapse, 
Crp&slp= Creep & slip,jl= Fall, G//E=Gully Erosion, SsF=Subsurface Flow, Cvt.= Cavity, UM= Undermining, Blsdtmt =Bank soil Detachment, HcliFIE= Helical 
Flow Erosion, Wdl.ofbsi./Spt= Withdrawal of Basal support, Liq.ftn= Liquefaction, YIN means yes/no. 

No 

3 

9 I 

13 I 

19 I 

22 I 

--

-Vl -
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In the above table morphological processes oil the basis of times of 

occurrences have been presented. The three leading processes are Parallel flow 

erosion, Cavitation, and Liquefaction. Now,in the following table a comprehensive 

assessment on the basis of different hydrological parameters of the river has been 

calculated. Actually the worker is endeavored to identify the height-length ratio of the 

river bank as per the sub reaches to illustrate the temporal variation in Height-Length 

ratio with the logic to state that the variation of height in respect of unit length change 

is seriously not more than 01% ,that means in wet seasons and in high spates in a very 

low country slope if the water table height is constant or little much changing the flow 

attacks will respond similarly . to aggravate lateral bank erosion if provided that the 

other responsible f~ctors are almost unchanging. Ranking on erosion disaster Index 

establishes that Domhat-Manikchak and Sakullapur-Khaskol reach is most vulnerable 

during 2005-2006 which also fits to the real world situation. Immediately after which 

comes the Panchanandapur-Sakullapur sub reach which is highly susceptible to 

erosion (table. 4.11) 

Table 4.11 Compre~ensive Assessment of Bank Erosion Hazard (2005-2006). 

Sub-Reaches Average Average HILRatio 
bank bank in% 

· height length 
(H) in m (L)in 

km 
Panchanandapur- 2.05 2.0 0.10 
Sakullapur high 
Sakullapur - 1.86 2:0 0.09 
Khaskol low 
Khaskol- 1.76 2.5 0.07 
Mohonpur Very low 
Moynapur- 1.85 4.0 0.05 
Domhat insignificant 
Domhat- 1.62 1.5 0.12 
Manikchak moderate 

"W"representsWetPeriod, "D"represents Dry Period, 
*BEDL represents Bank Erosio.n Disaster Index, 

BED I* 
W*l· 
D*2 

W-11 
D-6.5 

W-10.5 
D-13 
W-6 

D-6.5 
W-4 
D-6 

W-13.50 
D-14 

Note: One sub-Reach is comprising few sites and the sites have five 

4.5.2 Scour Depth Analysis . · 

ror Rank Average 
D+W Bank Slope 

in Degree 

17.5 3 89° 

23.50 2 89° 

12.50 4 89° 

9.00 5 89° 

27.50 1 90u 

Scour depth analysis was done at two locations; one was Panchanandapur and 

another was Manikchak. Actually scour depth is that depth where maximum flow 
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attacks are concentrated Jt is-that point.at the foot ofthe vertical bank, where due to 

flow attacks cut· outs are introduced and above which the bank use to be more 

unstable. The . features need to analyse scour depth was gathered from secondary 

sources and through mathematical calculations. Maximum scour depth was found at 

Panchanandapur as 39.50 m and Manikchak experienced 39.32 m. In the following 

diagram Lacey's formula has been .used to calculate the scour depth at these two 

·locatioils. The. significance 6rth~ study lies in the fact that fromthe top of the bank up 

to a depth of about 30 m at both the locations, the bank part was vulnerably affected 

to bank failure incidents. The. model study based on the secondary Sources reveal the 

following analysis(fig.4.20). 

The scour depth of the River_ Ganga has been estimated from the following 

equation usin the model study data source : 

R = 0.473(Q/t) 113 

where R is Lacey's scour depth · 

fis silt factor i.e., 0.735 (I & W Dept., W.B) 

Q is Average discharge i.e., 58,250 m3 s"1 (near Farakka} 

Peak Season: 76,500 m3 s-1 

Lean Season: 40,000 m3 s-1 

Average: 58,250 m3 s·1 R=15.87m 

Q is Average discharge i.e., 37,500 m3 s"1 (near Panchanandapur) 

. . . 3 -1 
Peak Season: 45,000 m s 

Lean Season: 30,000 m3 s"1 

Average: 37,550 m3 s"1 R=l5.83 m 

Q is Average discharge i.e., 58,250 m3 s"1 (near Farakka) 

Peak Season: 36,500 m3 s"1 

Lean Season: 30,500 m3 s-1 

Average: 33,500 m3 s"1 R=l3.16m 
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The res ult of steady scounng is yie ld of exceesive sediment deposits at the 

downstream part of Panchanandapur and the upstrem of Farakka.The credit of 

sediment load is washed away onl y in the peak season every yea, r but that results 

into some recurrent credit as sil ation within the channei.As per the fo llow ing 

di agram(fig.4.22) though the coarse and medium sands are disposed but the pressure 

of load of fi ne sand is immense in the channel which ultimately reduces cross section 

area and further lateral acceretion of area by the channel in the form of erosion to 

accommodate its enire carri ed load. 

c := 
~ 

~ 
c .., 
0 

c 

~ 
"' 

Sedimen t Yie ld : upst r eam of Farakk a site 
198 6 - 198 7 

30.00.00 .000 

2S,OO ,OO,OOO 

20.00,00 .000 

1 5,00.00.000 

1.0,00, 00,000 • N o n M onsoon 

s .oo.oo.ooo -0 

Coa r se Med1u rn F•ne 

s ize- wise sed im e nt ty p es 

Source: Annual Water Report,CWC,200 1990 

F igure 4.22 Sediment Depos iti on within Ri ver Ganga (upstream of Farakka) . 
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4.5.3 Assessment of Bank Erosion Hazard Index(BEHI) 

This method is termed as "Quick and Dirty" stream bank survey method and is 

capable to provide quick numbers for comparing the potential tons of soil loss 

between various eroding banks, as well. as predicting the total tons of sediment 

contribution to the river each year. This method is designed to give comparative 

amounts fordifferent stretches ofthe same river. It is not prepared to give the absolute 

values that you might imply from the way the results are presented. This method was 

used in case of Boquet River by the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation. Data ·collected on significant erosion areas was entered in a formula to 

predict tons of sediment loss per year from the eroding bank. The formula multiplies a 

number of factors like soil type, stream alignment, and amount of bank vegetation, 

stream gradi(mt, bank slope, and slope of any depositional bar across the river in order 

to arrive at a recession rate. The inner nieaning of recession rate is an estimate of the 

number of feet the bank is likely to recede in a year. 

The recession rate is ~hen multiplied by the height and length of the eroding . 

stream bartk in order to get volume. To. tum volume into weight, the volume is 

multiplied by how .many pounds particular soils weight per foot, then divided by 

2000 in order to arrive at tons of erosional loss per year. These calculations are laid 

out on the field sheets as per the sheets for the sub-reaches. The parameters taken were 

soil texture (T), stream alignment (S), vegetation at top of bank (V), stream gradient 

(G), bank slope (Bl) and slope of inside depositional bars (B2) with ~heir weighted 

values or designating values with a range of 0.3,0.6 and 1.0 as furnished in the 

following table. 

The meaning of the parameters in the above table has been elaborated earlier 

(table.4.4). keeping in view, their relevance to be designated as parameters. The results 

have been presented as thus (ta~le.4.12). 
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Table 4.12 Relative Bank Material Loss Assessment (Monsoon, July 2008-09). 

Reach T s v G. Bl B2 

Manikchak- 0.6 0.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 1.0· 
Donihat 
Domhat- 1.0 .3 .6 0.6 1.0 0.6 Moynapur 
Mohonpur- 0.6 . , '.6. T.O· 0.6· 1'.0'· :":6' 
Khaskol 
Khaskol- 0.3 1.0 .6 0.3 1.0 .6 Sakullapur 
Sakullapur-
Panchanand 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.6 .0.6 0.6 
a pur 
Sum 3.1 3.2 4.2 2.4 4.6 4.6 
Rank 5 . 4 3 6 1.5 1.5 

Source:Field Data . 

Abbreviations used in the above table : 
T=Soil Texture, S=Stteam Alignment, 
G=Stream Gradient, B1 =Bank Slope, 
B2 =Slope Of Inside Depositional Bar, 
VD=volume of soil displaced, 

Length Bank Height 
VD TDM RRS Km (average) m3 Ton m 

0.05 1.5 1.75 43.19 76.26 

0.11 4.0 1.99 262.00 462.70 

0:13 . 2.5 . 1.90. .· l87.48l 264.87 

0.05 2.0 1.97 64.81 103.00 

0.13 2.0 2.06 162.76 229.95 

0.47 12.0 9.67 720.24 1136.78 
Parameters of entry as per methodology (0.3,0.6,1.0) 

V=Vegetal Cover at Bank Top, 

RR. =Recession Rate of Stream, 
TDM=Tons of materials dispiaced 

To arrive at the Bank Erosion Disaster Index (table.4.13) the following results were 

computed using the formulas below as mentioned in the above table. 

RRs =Recession Rate of Stream=T x S x G x Bl x B2 (unitary expression is number 

of feet the bank is likely to recede) . 

VD=volume of soil displaced=L x H x RR~ (unitary expression 1s cubic feet), 

L=Length of the bank (feet), H=Height of the bank (Feet) 

TDM=Tons of materials displaced=(VD x BD) I 2000 (To turn volume into weight, 

the volume is multiplied by how many · poutids particular soils weight per foot and 

then divided by 2000 in order to arrive at tons of erosional loss per year). 

In the following table the field level entries with necessary result analysis have been 

presented to reach to the Comprehensive Bank Erosion Disaster Legending (BEDL) 

during the post Monsoon season of the period 2008-2009 and on that basis there is an 

endeavor to identify the rank values for the different sub reaches and which actually 

resulted to know the most vulnerable sub reaches. During this period Moynapur

Domhat and Khaskol-Mohonpur sub reach has been found as the most affected sub 

reaches and thereafter stands the Sakullapur-Khaskol and Pnchanandapur-Sakullapur 
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sub reaches. On the basis of the average bank height (m) of the sub reaches, it has 

been found that vulnerability is greater in case of higher the bank height. 

Bank displacements might also have been caused by additions of water to the 

unsaturated zone, thereby reducing metric suction and bank strength. Fredlund et al., 

1978; Casagli et al., 1999, Rinaldi et al., 2004,Thomas and Burcart, 2009 worked in 

this field. Slip surface in the saturated zones appear to be most vulnerable sectors of 
' . ~!·./. .... . 

bank slope displacement. ·Thus metric suction is more important thing to accelerate 

block failures along slip surfaces. 

Nevertheless, we can consider whether mcreases m hydraulic head within the 

saturated zone were alone sufficient ·to promote mass movement by reducing 

frictional· angles .Following the model of Thomas et al. 2009 here is a try to consider 

the block displacement mechanism model taking vertical crack of unit length located 

roughly parallel to the bank wall. Vertical tension cracks were commonly observed 

within 1.0-2.0 m (for case study1.60 m) of the block wasting prior to failure, Here 

bank walls are assumed to be vertical with angle of 89°-90° calculated by clinometers 

with the upper adjacent ground horizontal. 
. . 

The isolated block slab of sandy-silty alluvium is supposed to be detached from its 

bank body (b) and bank base (bs ), where the angular alignment is (bibs) more or less 

perpendicular. Coulomb theory predicts failure to occur along surface of its base at an 

angle of, r!J=45° + 012 (Thomas, 2009) from the horizontal plane, where D is the soil 

friction-angle.as stated by Lohnes & Handy in1968 and Thomas, Iverson & Burkart in 

2009. Approximation to measure x, which is the distance between the tension crack 

and extreme bank· point towards the channel, is a good deal of two dimensional model 

building. Zw was considered. to be the subsurface water flow level to which water 

table use to rise and drop down usually during and after fluctuations of water level 

due to availability variation of water head in channel. That water also flowed from the 

base of the crack preferentially along the incipient failure plane a.t the base of the slab 

or block. Water pressure (h. p) is taken to be increasing linearly with depth along the 

tension crack and decrease linearly along the incipient failure surface from the base of 

the crack (Thomas, et al, 2009) to the foot of the bank wall where water pressure is 

atmospheric i.e. natural or stagnant in almost all the seasons (Hoek and Bray, 

1981).Thus the model analysis of Safety Factor of the slab/block (saturated and 
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temporarily resting) against the shearing force of fluctuating water head pressure was 

to be carried out(Fig.4.21). 

F= CA+(t1-'co~-U"-Vsi:tl~)+ttm0 
Wstn(i+Vc-,;ls~ -------------------------(a) 

C=Cohesion of alluvium; 8_kpa(Pascal) or 8.0 KN/ m2 (c=1, for loose sands) • 

A=Aiea of failure surface (1.84sq m) 

W=total weight of the slab/block 

O=angle of the failure surface 

6=45°+ 0;2 

U=mean water pressure normal to the failure surface 

V= meanwater pressure normal to the tension crack (Hoek and Bray, 1981) 

Z=depth of tension crack=1.5m 

Y=Unit weight of slab 

Yw= Unit weight of water 

W=
1
/2 Y. (FI-z) -------------------------------------------------- (b) 

A= (FI-z) cosec @---------~----------------------------------------- (c) 

"=
1
/2 Yw.Zw

2
----------------------------------------------------- (d) 

A= (FI-z). Cosec~------------------------------------------------- (e) 

z =FI-}(.tan ~------------------------------------------------------- (f) 

z=FI-}(.tan 0 ~---~---"'---:---~-------------.---._------------------------(g) 

Appro~mate critical water head for bank slump, Zc = h - Z+Zw 
. . 

H=Height of the top of the bank above datum =2m (obtained from a.d.w.t of the 

studied sections at Panchanandapur) 

*In case of equilateral Cubic bank block, h=Arm and the volume of Cubic bank block 

=cube root of the arm 

Flere considered a bank Fleight of 2 m as case analysis where friction angle 0=23°, 

and cohesion=8.0KN/m2or 8.0pa(for soft alluvium banks).C has been considered on 

standard basis for massive alluvial channels as an e}(perimental constant for loose 

sandy silty soil having unconsolidated shearing and poor resistance against 

acceleration of flow. 
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Table 4.13 Comprehensive Bank Erosion Disaster Index(BEDI). 

Post- Monsoon 2008-2009 

24°561JO"N To 25°os'oo''N and 87°55130"E To ss0oo'oo''E 

Reach RRs*l BED I VD*:l BEDI Td*"' BEDI Av. Av. Av. Cumulative Composite Av.Bank 
Manikchak to Rrs VD TD Legend of BEDI height 
Pnchanandapur BEDI Ranking m 

sub-reaches Numerical Rank mj(%) Rank Ton(%} Rank Higher the composite legend, lesser the 
(%) ranking_ 

Pnchanandapur- 0.032 5 40.09 4 226.54 2 4tn 2.03 
Sakullapur (8.47) (7.74) (22.56) 103.63 5+4+2==11. 

0.076 m3 84ton 00 
Sakullapur- 0.054(14.30) 3.5 64.81 3 103.00 4 3ro 1.74 
Khaskol (11.06) (9.07) 3.5+3+4=1 

0.50 
Khaskol- 0.130(34.32) 1 187.48 2 226.18 3 2na 1.62 
Mohonpur (30.90) (22.52) 1+2+3==6.0 

(20%) 0 
Moynapur- 0.108(28.60) 2 262.00 1 395.43 1 (7.6%) (20%) l"t 1.70 
Domhat (3.21) (39.38) 2+1+1==4.0 

0 
Domhat- 0.054(14.31) 3.5 43.19 5 64.98 5 5tn 1.49 
Manikchak (7.09) (6.47) 3.5+5+5=1 

3.5 
Source: Field Data *1=recession rate, *~=volume of disposed soil , *_,tons of soil eroded, av. =average, BEDL=Bank Erosion Disaster Legend. 

Note: Higher the value,higher the Rank. 

....... 
VI 
\0 
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Averages of direct shear stress on loose alluvium of deforested formation yield 

C of 7.9KN/m2(Bradford and Piest, 1980, Bradford and Norton, 1983).The height of 

the experimental bank above the local datum of 0 m was 2 m, Yw=10KNm-3 .The 

weight of soil block/slab could not measure and during rains due to suction it would 

have been overweighed of3-5 Kg extra. Value ofX averagely ranged between 0.5 to 

2.0 mover which rod pegs were set up to record day's displacement (After rains).For 

dry blocks displacemtmts. are_ e?cpected for zc=depending on x. T!t~_ ~ank is stable for 

all x> 1 m as zc cannot exceed 5 m Slab with water content of 50% is unstable for all 

x<0.50 m, regardless ofthe head. The range of head fluctuations along and attached to 

the left bank at Panchanandapur was 21.68m (LWL)- to 25.96 m (HWL).Thus the 

difference is 4.28 m. 

Noticable that few considered figures are emperical standards, ew are from field 

measurements and · also secondary data bases used. The study was carried out at 

Gopalpur,Khaskol area. 

Thus, increase in positive. pore pressures measured in the banks were 

important to cause bank displacements correlated to striking and hugging channel 

flow along thalweg and raindrop/splashing erosion, even without or little metric 

suction in the unsatUrated zone. 

One such import:ant reasoning is the underground water table and hydraulic gradient 

of the subsurface water with lower angles of inclination after monsoon and thereby 
. . . 

heavy thrust on the banks also responsible to block or slab slumping. Now to 

determine F, we are to compute the formula and to work out the formula we are to 

find out the values of the sub factors for F, i.e. safety factor of the bank. 

Figure 4.23 Model safety Factor Analysis. 



Tan0=45°+0/2 

=45°+23/2 

=45°+i 1.5 

=56.5° say 57° 

Z=(H-x). Tan0 

Where x=0.5 to 2.0 m 

And mean of x=;= 1. 0 m for 4 sites 

Therefore, 

Z=2.0-(l.Ox1.53987) 

=0.46 m. 

Now, V=1/2xYwxZw2 

=Y2x 12 x (1.6)\Dry block before rain amounts to 18 Kg. 

And wet block after rain amounts to 30 Kg or Yx 

=15.36KNm-3 

W=l/2 X Yx X (H-z) 

=1/2 X 30 X (2.0-0.46) 

=23.10 kg 

U=l/2 X YwxZw 

= 1/2 X 12 X 1.6(2.0-0.46) COS 0 
= 17.63KN m-3

. 

Thus, 

F=8 x 1.84(23.1 x cos 57° -17.63-15.36 x sin 57°/23.1 x sin57° + 15.36 x cos 57° 

=0.26 or 26% . 
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. As the factor in the numerator of the above equation stands for resisting force and the 

factor in the denominator stands for driving force, the result is identifying that the 

resisting force is 26% more capable against the driving force which is not indicative 

of the higher degree of resistance against shear stress and erosion. 

Conclusion 

In this present chapter the main attention was provited to investigate the bankline of 

the River Ganga more precisely to understand the details of soil character, nature of 

terrain,hydrological incidents within the channel,and all these in relation to the 

morphological parameters of the bank.It is thus established that here is an interplay 
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within and among the bank properties and other geomorphological parameters. Vivid 

documentation of the sub-:-reach wise bank height has been found within the ranges of 

1.0 m to 3 .. 5 m and the average is around 2.5m height versus .erosion rate does not 

play any suitable relationship but higher the height of banks are associated with 

comparatively high volume of bank loss. Scouring is mainly attached to the 2.5m 

depht of the bank from the top averagely and is seriously attacked by the impinge and 

parallel flows .. Bank collapse provoked by areal saturation of the bank part is a factor 

of high naturality irrespective ofthe sub reaches.In a comparative sense the sub-reach 

below Laskarpur to Farakka is more stable tham Sakullapur to 2.0 Km downstream of 

Panchanandapur. Physical and mathematical model testing of bank failurity with 

some emperical and derived data also states a very low degree of Safety Factor of the 

bank and chances ·of shear washouts are more seriously found than resistance of the 

bank(1:2).The important finding was that more the concave parts of the entire 

bankline is fo:ung with many types of erosional actions and various geomorphic 

processes than the other parts. Textural pattern of the bank has actually helped the 

situation to be more vigorous and accentuated the propensity of erosion. After 2007 

the degree. of severity of erosion has been found comparatively dormant in the 

selected sites like Panchanandapur,Gopalpur,Sakullapur and Khaskol except parts of 

Manikchak.Thus the assesments specially BEHI index and Scour Depth- Analysis 

evident the erosion ·scenario and most of the documentations are in favour of the loss 

of land in bank erosion having been highly governed by the facts of loose lithology 

with heterogenous composition of sand, silt and clay in a depth-wise distribution.Bank 

is highly affected by irregular water regimes in wet and dry seasons as well water 

currents during high spates~ 
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